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1. Introduction
Over the recent decade, nanowires (NWs) have attracted great attention due to their small
size and thus large surface area to volume ratio which results in interesting surface effect. As
the devices become smaller and smaller, NWs serve as basic building blocks for future elec‐
tronic and electromechanical systems, such as performing sensitive mass and force detec‐
tion, acting as high frequency resonators and so on. The potential of NWs in future
application has led to significant interest in experimental and theoretical characterization of
the size-dependent properties of NWs. Constructing and determining NWs with better me‐
chanical properties than the corresponding bulk materials are a challenge even though the
technical equipments are improving. Meantime, another important thing is how to integrate
NWs with the existing technology. Material simulations of investigating mechanical proper‐
ties of NWs are still an important technique until now. This is essential to understand the
inherent mechanism of the NWs’ deformation. The deformation mechanism depends on
several aspects including the intrinsic material properties, crystal structures, surface geome‐
try, applied stress state, axial and surface orientation and exposed transverse surfaces. Until
now many experimental techniques have been utilized to investigate mechanical properties.
Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was employed to study atomic contact of NWs and
their conductance [1-3] in early experiments. Since a novel nanobridge structure of Au NWs
is generated by electron-beam irradiation on a thin Au film in an ultrahigh vacuum trans‐
mission electron microscope (TEM) [4], many researches have been carried out to study the
properties of this stable structure. A specific developed STM supplemented with a force sen‐
sor is used in order to reveal the process of forming thin Au NWs [5]. Atomic force micro‐
scope(AFM) has also attracted particular attention due to its high spatial resolution and
force-sensing capabilities[6] and was used for bending tests of single crystal, micromachined
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silicon beams[7]. Recently developed in situ TEM technique can also be applied to perform
bending deformation of single SiC NWs[8]. Theoretically, some new simulation methods are
developed and widely used to study nanoscale materials. For FCC crystal metal NW, most
simulations were performed with embedded atom method (EAM) [9-17], which reproduce
exactly the experimental second-order and third-order elastic moduli as well as the phase
stability. Furthermore, the modified EAM with the developed potential [18-20] is utilized to
study the phase transformation of Au NWs. While for the semiconductor NWs, Tersoff
many-body bond-order reactive potential and Stillinger-Weber many-body potential [21, 22]
are appropriate to describe interatomic interactions[23] in Si and SiC NW. Tight-binding
molecular dynamics simulations [24-26], which lies in between first principles and empirical
methods is also used to study the atomic structure of Au NW. It is more accurate than em‐
pirical potential methods because it explicitly includes the electronic structure, and is much
faster than first principles methods.
This review is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss some novel mechanical proper‐
ties of single crystal metal NWs caused by surface effect, strain rate, temperature and so on.
In section 3, we consider the mechanical properties of semiconductor NWs such as Si, Si
compound and ZnO et. al. In section 4, some other irregular structures of NWs are investi‐
gated to compare the mechanical properties with bulk and normal crystal NWs. In the last
section, we discuss the enhancement of NWs which are encapsulated in carbon nanotubes
during compression.
2. Single crystal metal nanowires
2.1. Side surface effect on axial deformation mode
Several researchers have demonstrated that the structures and properties of nanomaterials
can be quite different from those of bulk materials by experiments or molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations due to surface effect which results in different deformation modes.
In compression of the <110> NW, low energy {111} side surfaces prevented free-surface initi‐
ated slip. On the contrary, slip is observed for higher energy {100} and {110} side surfaces.
For the <100> wires, distributed stacking faults appearing in the <100>/{110} wires result
from simple and important rotation of the crystal orientation along its longitudinal axis,
which is different from the deformation mode of twinning for the <100>/{100} wires. Some
other important findings of fundamental deformation mechanism are revealed in Ref.[27].
2.2. Size effect on Young’s modulus
Mechanical properties based on Au NW bending under the lateral load from an AFM tip are
performed by Wu et.al [6]. Their experiments reveals that Young’s modulus is essentially in‐
dependent of diameter, whereas the yield strength is largest for the smallest diameter wires,
with strengths up to 100 times that of bulk materials, and substantially larger than that re‐
ported for bulk nanocrystalline metals. MD simulations demonstrate that Young’s modulus
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is independent of strain rate and cross sectional size of specimen. Neither geometry nor sur‐
face structure has an appreciable effect on the modulus[28]. However, in some other molec‐
ular statics simulations[29], the modulus values for NWs with a <110> axial orientation are
observed to increase with decreasing cross-sectional thickness, while for NWs with a <100>
axial orientation the modulus values decrease with decreasing cross-sectional thickness.
This is attributed to the nonlinear elasticity of the NW core and dissimilar surface and core
elastic modulus values[12]. The size-dependence modulus[28] is consistent with predictions
based on core nonlinear elasticity, but it is difficult to separate the surface elasticity and core
nonlinearity effects because of a lack of strong trends with NW size or surface orienta‐
tion[29]. Meantime, deformation induced by surface stresses might also has a significant im‐
pact on the Young’s modulus in bending simulations, where a strong boundary-condition
dependence is also found [30]. Therefore, a nonlinear, finite deformation formulation [30]
that captures changes in both bulk and surface elastic properties resulting from surface
stress-induced deformation is critical to reproducing the experimentally observed boun‐
dary-condition dependence in Young’s modulus of metal NWs.
2.3. Surface stress effect
2.3.1. Surface stress effects on the resonant properties
Boundary conditions determine how the NWs deform in response to surface stresses. Fixed/
free NWs (cantilever) are able to contract, thus relieving the tensile surface stresses, and
leading to a state of compression in the NW core. Fixed/fixed NWs are constrained such that
they cannot deform axially, causing them to exist in a state of tensile stress.
The reduction in resonant frequencies for the fixed/free boundary condition and increase in
resonant frequencies for the fixed/fixed boundary condition [31] indicate that those NWs are
expected to be elastically softer, and stiffer, respectively, than the corresponding bulk mate‐
rial, agreeing with recent experimental results for both free-standing[32], and fixed/fixed
NWs [33-35]. The variation in NW resonant frequencies due to surface stresses was found to
be dependent on the NW aspect ratio. In contrast, no dependence of the resonant frequen‐
cies on the surface area to volume ratio was found, again agreeing with recent experimental
data [36]. The variation in resonant frequency for the fixed/free case occurs due to the fact
the bulk <100> material softens under compression. Therefore, the resonant frequencies of
fixed/free NWs with other orientations that stiffen under compression, such as <110>, are ex‐
pected to increase rather than decrease as compared to the corresponding bulk material. In
the higher order resonant modes (second bending, stretch, twist), surface stresses cause the
largest variation in the second bending frequencies, while the twist and stretch frequencies
show little variation due to surface stresses. All higher order resonant frequencies decrease
with respect to the fundamental bending frequency with increasing aspect ratio for fixed/
fixed NWs due to surface stresses, while the higher order resonant frequencies increase with
respect to the fundamental bending frequency for fixed/free NWs[31].
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2.3.2. Surface stress induced phase transformation
Surface-stress-induced phase transformation in Au NWs is an interesting phenomenon. The
emergence of the transformation is dominated by wire size, initial orientation, boundary
conditions, temperature and initial cross sectional shape. For a crystal with <100> axial ori‐
entation, surface stresses alone cause Au NWs with cross-sectional area below 4 nm2 to
transform from a FCC structure to a body centered-tetragonal (BCT) structure [20]. Not only
has this transformation appeared in Au NWs, but also in alloy NWs. Park has demonstrated
that B2 NiAl NWs undergo a stress-induced martensitic phase transformation to a BCT
phase as well by the propagation and annihilation of {101} twinning planes [37]. While for
Au NWs formed along the [110] direction, quantum mechanical molecular dynamics shows
that it reconstructs upon stress to form helical NWs [38]. The different final structures are
probably due to temperature effect as well. The helical NW is obtained by annealing the
crystal structure from 600K, while the BCT structure is relaxed to a minimum energy state at
0K with conjugate gradient method.
Some further simulations have also been performed [39] to investigate the core/shell struc‐
ture in which the crystalline core is encapsulated by a glassy shell. Such core/shell hetero‐
structures usually possess particularly attractive applications in the nanoelectromechanical
system, owing to their high complexity and functionality. The elongation of the metallic NW
is realized by moving the rigid atoms at one end along the axial axis. The rigid atoms are
stretched 0.001nm every 1 ps. This strain rate is sufficient to dissipate excess energy to main‐
tain a constant temperature. The Berendsen method [40] is used to control the system tem‐
perature. The motion equations are solved by a fourth-order Nordsieck-Gear predictor
corrector method[41] using a time step of 1 fs. The average of the virial stress component
along the axial axis during deformation is taken as the macroscopic stress of the wire. This
stress measure totally differs from either engineering stress or true stress, which has been
used widely in molecular simulations [42-44]. Here the low temperature (T=50K) was used
to highlight the material responses upon mechanical activation, as the simulated quenching
glass structure after rapid cooling is usually more prone to thermal activations than the ex‐
perimental one. Continuous deformation with noticeable necking occurs to the core/shell
NW instead of discrete displacement as shown in Fig.1.
The core/shell structure, which can even be spun into a single atomic chain, tends to display
much larger plasticity than the crystalline one. Most importantly, during elongation, local
amorphization happens in the high strained region. Generally, it is thought that the amorph‐
ization behavior in nanoscale materials is induced by the high strain rate or the entropy at a
high temperature. In terms of our simulation, the strain rate of 0.006% ps−1 for a 16.3nm long
NW, which is equivalent to an approximate stretch velocity of 1.0ms−1, belongs to the range
of low stretch velocity compared with previous simulation results. Therefore, we suggest
that the surface amorphous layer would induce the disorder of the crystalline core during
the elongating process.
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Figure 1. The stretching process of core-shelled CuZr NW, the color bar is to illustrate the contour plots of the per-
atom potential energy.
To shed light on the elastic and plastic deformation mechanism in the core/shell NW, evolu‐
tions of energy and structure in three key deformation stages are provided in Fig. 2. Here,
Eper is the total energy per atom at different stretching moment. For the sake of simplicity, an
original B2 unit cell taken from the denoted region is used to track the structural transforma‐
tion. Figure 2(a) shows an initial cross-section image along the axial direction. Figure 2(b)
shows an incipient elongating stage. Initially, the original B2 lattice in crystalline core is cu‐
bic with a lattice parameter of 0.361 nm. When the stress is applied, a typical martensitic
transformation from B2 to BCT phase is observed. That is, a set of new lattice parameters of
a=0.289nm and c=0.393nm forms in the crystalline-core zone. When further elongated as
shown in Fig. 2(c), the lattice in the deformed crystalline core exhibits increasingly serious
distortion. Before fracture happens, atoms with high stress concentration and potential ener‐
gy get rid of the constraint of the crystalline lattice and turn to be dominant. After that, the
crystalline phase in the core converts into the disordered state.
Figure 2. The structural evolution of composite nanowire in stretching, which varies from (a) the B2 state, then (b) the
BCT state, to (c) amorphous state.
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Only a global description of the structural evolution in the unique core/shell NW during
elongation has been provided above, yet extensive analyses on those amazing phenomena
are still in great need. To address this issue, three core/shell NW systems containing the
same-sized crystalline core (the diameter of the crystalline core is kept at 2 nm) but different
size of amorphous surface layer (the crystalline-amorphous ratios are 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 3) are
analyzed in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the degree of amorphization has been employed to
describe the percentage of the atoms which experiences an order-disorder transformation of
the crystalline core inside the system. It is worth noting that the degree of amorphization in
the core correlates closely to the crystalline-amorphous ratio. The degree of amorphization
in the crystalline core rises from 18% to 40% when the crystalline-amorphous ratio changes
from 1 : 1 into 1 : 3, indicating that the degree of amorphization in the core strongly depends
on the crystalline-amorphous ratio. Nevertheless, the response between the degree of
amorphization in the core and the crystalline-amorphous ratio is nonlinear, which should be
discussed in further investigation. The corresponding total strain-stress curves with differ‐
ent crystalline-amorphous ratios are also plotted. As shown in Fig. 3(b), these curves indi‐
cate that the ductility of the core/shell NW is proportional to the thickness of the amorphous
surface layer whereas the breaking strength keeps declining. In addition, the response of
strain energy in crystalline core with strain increasing is also plotted in Fig. 3(c) which can
quantitatively reflect the stress concentration exerted by the amorphous surface layer. With
the amorphous surface layer thickening, the total strain energy in the crystalline core be‐
comes higher, indicating that a thicker amorphous surface layer could introduce more stress
concentration into the crystalline core and thereby convert this zone into a disordered state
more easily.
Figure 3. When increasing the surface amorphous thickness, the change curve of (a) the decrystallized degree of the
internal crystalline core; (b) the total stress-strain responses; (c) and the strain energy-strain responses of the internal
crystalline core. The red and blue curves in (b) and (c) are offset to a strain of 10% and 20%, respectively.
For a better understanding of the corresponding characteristics in the core/shell NW at an
atomic level, real-time Honeycutt and Anderson (HA) bond-type index is introduced, which
can describe and help to discern the concrete relationships between an atom and its nearest
neighbors. The atoms at the high strained region in the crystalline core (ranged from 8 nm to
12 nm) are considered. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of the BCC bond pairs, as well as
the proportion of icosahedral bond pairs in the selected area of crystalline corewith strain
increasing, which corresponds to the elongating process shown in Fig. 1. It is noted that
when the strain increases, the total amount of BCC type bond pairs (1441 and 1661 bond
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pairs) remains approximately constant at first. And then both of them experience a sharp de‐
cline from 40% to about 5%. At the same time, the amount of 1541 bond pair which is related
to the characteristic of defective icosahedral ordering initially keeps steady and then increas‐
es sharply. Moreover, there exists an obvious turning point in both curves which clearly re‐
flects the BCT-disorder transformation corresponding to Fig. 2(c). That is, the BCC bond
pairs may firstly convert into the 1541 bond pairs. It should be noted that the increase of the
1551 bond pairs in Fig. 4(b) happens slightly later to that of the 1541 ones. The possible rea‐
sons for this special phenomenon will be further discussed in the following.
Further studies focus on the transformation of bond-pairs at the crystalline-amorphous in‐
terface and investigate how the local amorphization happen. Figure 5 presents a superclus‐
ter consisting of over one hundred atoms taken from the core/shell NW as shown in Fig.
2(b). The red-centered cluster represents the typical BCC lattice, whereas the brown one sig‐
nifies the icosahedra cluster. At the initial stage, the B2 crystalline core can convert into the
BCT structure. Meanwhile, many crystal defects, such as vacancies, can be found near the
crystalline-amorphous interface. With the strain increasing, partial atoms near the interface
which possess a high potential energy can insert into the crystal defects and consequently
result in local amorphization.
 
Figure 4. Variation of the main fractions of HA indices in the selected region during stretch process: (a) the decreasing
bond pairs; (b) the increasing bond pairs. The insets show the typical B2 and icosahedron structures.
 
For example, the atom labeled 10 in Fig. 5 can insert into a BCC lattice (the corresponding
atoms labels 5, 6, 8 and 9) and form 1541 bond pair. With further elongation, more and more
atoms will insert into the crystalline core and the total amount of the 1541 bond pairs be‐
comes larger. It is known that the 1551 polyhedra have a higher resistance to plastic defor‐
mation than the 1541 one owing to their higher symmetry. Thus, part of the 1541 bond pairs
transforms into the 1551 ones, and as a result, the increase of the 1551 bond pairs is slightly
later to that of 1541 ones as shown in fig. 4(b).
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Figure 5. The evolution of bond pairs in the crystalline-amorphous interfaces. For the sake of analysis, atoms in the
nearly same plane are shown.
2.4. Strain rate effect on structure of nanowire
Using molecular dynamics simulations with a many-body force field, Ikeda[45] studied the
deformation of single crystal Ni and NiCu alloy NWs subjected to uniform strain rates at
room temperature. For all strain rates, the Ni NWs is elastic up to 7.5% strain with a yield
stress of 5.5 GPa. The crystalline phase transforms continuously to an amorphous phase at
high strain rates, exhibiting a dramatic change in atomic short-range order and a near van‐
ishing of the tetragonal shear elastic constant perpendicular to the tensile direction. This
phase transformation exhibits a new mode of amorphization[45] or even a super plastic be‐
havior [11]. Higher strain rate may result in deformation twins during plastic deformation
as well. As the strain rate decreased to about 0.1% ps-1, a transition of deformation mecha‐
nism from combined twining and slip to sequential propagation of slip along well defined
and favorably oriented slip plane is observed [11].
2.5. Temperature effect
The mechanical behavior depends highly on the temperature of the system. Several interest‐
ing features were observed when the NW was deformed in [001] direction at different tem‐
peratures. Due to the higher crystal stability at a lower temperature, the deformation
behavior of the NW was characterized by brittle slips, rupture and very low ductility [46].
At the higher temperature of 300 K, the crystal structure became less stable due to higher
amplitude of vibration of the atoms about their atomic positions. A relatively stable single-
walled helical substructure was formed due to the higher local vibration amplitude of the
platinum atoms which enhances the ductility of the NW [46]. The calculated Young’s modu‐
lus of the NW at T=300K was only about 50% that of bulk platinum, and was significantly
smaller than that at T=50K.
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2.6. Shape memory
Shape memory is an important property for some engineering materials at large scales.
Some NWs also have characteristics of shape memory effect due to structural reorientations
which are controlled by a combination of size, thermal energy, and the type of defects
formed during inelastic deformation. Certain FCC NWs exhibit both shape memory and
pseudoelastic behaviors in atomistic simulations. The formation of defect-free twins and
surface stresses is the mechanism that controls the ability of FCC NWs of different materials
to show a reversible transition between two crystal orientations during loading and thus
shape memory and pseudoelasticity[14].
2.7. Superplasticity
Defect-free Au NWs show superplasticity on tensile deformation [47]. Evidences from high
resolution electron microscopes indicated that the plastic deformation proceeds layer-by-
layer in an atomically coherent fashion to a long distance. The stress-strain curve provides
full interpretation of the deformation. After initial super-elastic deformation, the NW shows
superplastic deformation induced by coherent twin propagation, completely reorientating
the crystal from <110> to <100>. Uniquely well disciplined and long-propagating atomic
movements deduced here are ascribed to the superb crystallinity as well as the radial con‐
finement of the Au NWs. Other mechanical measurements in humid atmospheres suggest
that salt NWs also form in ambient environments [48]. Superplastic NWs were formed by
touching the NaCl(100) surface with a Au tip in a TEM. The final elongation strain of NWs
reached 280%, when showered with the electron beam. More surprisingly, no dislocations
were observable during the elongation due to fast diffusion.
2.8. Cold welding
General welding techniques require precise control of the heating mechanism and introduce
the possibility of damage. The welding of nano-materials is likely to play an important role
in the fabrication of electromechanical nano-devices. The cold welding (a process without
heating) on a micrometer scale has been demonstrated, but only at macroscopic length
scales and under large applied pressures. Lu et.al [49] demonstrate that single crystalline Au
NWs with diameters between 3 and 10 nm can be welded together within seconds by me‐
chanical contact alone, and under relatively low applied pressures. The nearly perfect weld‐
ing structure possesses the same crystal orientation, strength and electrical conductivity as
the rest of the NW. The high quality of the welds is attributed to the nanoscale sample di‐
mensions, oriented-attachment mechanisms and mechanically assisted fast surface-atom dif‐
fusion. The cold weld technique is also applied between other kinds of metals such as gold
and silver, and silver and silver.
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3. Crystalline semiconductor nanowires
3.1. Silicon and silicon compound nanowires
It is generally accepted that Si NWs exhibit linear elastic behavior until fracture without any
appreciable plastic deformation. However, the plasticity of Si NWs can be triggered under
low strain rate inside the TEM. An electron-beam illuminating with a low current intensity
would result in the bond re-forming processes, achieving the plastic deformation with a
bent strain over 40% in Si NWs near the room temperature [50]. In some other tensile experi‐
ments, the Si NW also showed ultrahigh flexibility and strong toughness [51]. Large strain
plasticity (LSP) of single-crystalline Si NWs, which resulted in a fourfold reduction in NW
diameter before fracture occurred, was directly observed in an ultrahigh-resolution electron
microscope at room temperature. The tensile plasticity was initiated by the emergence of
dislocations, followed by the development of a continuous disordered lattice by the emis‐
sion of dislocations and formation of disordered crystalline structures. The size-dependent
fracture mechanism is attributed to the scale-related dislocation activities [52]. For ceramic
materials especially at low temperature (~300 K) large strain plasticity of ceramic SiC NWs
at nearly room temperature was directly observed in situ by a high-resolution TEM as di‐
mensionality decreases. The continuous plasticity of the SiC NWs[8] is accompanied by a
process of increased dislocation density at an early stage, followed by an obvious lattice dis‐
tortion, which is similar with stretching Si NW.
Individual single-crystalline Si NWs were bent by forming loops or arcs with different radi‐
us with high-resolution electron microscopy. Bending-induced ripple buckling was ob‐
served and a significant strain variation along the axial direction of the compressive region
was revealed. The tensile surface atomic steps and the compressive buckling are the physi‐
cal origin of the asymmetric tensile-compressive properties of postelastic instabilities and
the incipient plasticity. Both of the tensile surface atomic-steps and the compressive buck‐
ling initiated versatile ductile plastic dislocation events [53]. Sequential AFM manipulation-
scanning protocol is used to observe large bending stress states of [112] Si NWs. It is
possible to observe large bending stress states of Si NWs as their radius of curvature is pro‐
gressively reduced. A slight increase in the fracture strength of Si NWs from 12 to 18 GPa as
their radius decreased from 60 to 20 nm was observed in these measurements [54].
The fracture behavior of the Si NWs depends on both temperature and diameter. For NWs
of diameter larger than 4 nm, cleavage fracture on the transverse (110) plane favors below
the temperature 1000 K. As the temperature increases, the same NWs shear extensively on
inclined {111} planes resulting in a brittle-to-ductile transition. As the diameter decreases to
less than 4 nm, it fails by shear regardless of temperature. The reason is that the cleavage
fracture is initiated by the nucleation of a crack, while shear failure is initiated by the nuclea‐
tion of a dislocation, both from the surface [55].
Mechanical properties are extremely different at nanometer scale from those at macroscopic
scale. Few crystalline nanowires have strength of over 10 GPa, however, Brambilla et al. [56]
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have manufactured glass silica nanowires which are characterized by ultimate strength over
10 GPa with a top-down fabrication technique.
3.2. ZnO nanowires
The mechanical properties of ZnO are of considerable interest due to the potential applica‐
tions in electromechanical devices. These mechanical properties are essential for designing,
manufacturing, and operating such devices. ZnO NWs represent excellent model systems to
investigate this size dependence, the ability to tune the radius over a continuous range and
the manner in which their properties approach those of the bulk as a function of shape and
size [57]. Young’s modulus of ZnO NWs is essentially independent of diameter and close to
the bulk value, whereas the ultimate strength increases for small diameter NWs with values
up to 40 times that of bulk [58].
3.2.1. Size effect
A size dependence of Young’s modulus in [0001] oriented ZnO NWs (NWs) with diameters
ranging from 17 to 550 nm is revealed in Ref. [57]. The measured modulus for NWs with
diameters smaller than about 120 nm is increasing dramatically with the decreasing diame‐
ters, and is significantly higher than that of the larger ones whose modulus tends to that of
bulk ZnO. The radial elastic moduli of [0001]ZnO NWs are determined by contact resonance
atomic force microscopy (CR-AFM). The radial indentation modulus and the tangential
shear modulus from friction-type measurements are obtained by using realistic tip-nano‐
wire contact geometry. Both moduli increase when the wire diameter is reduced below 80
nm. The size dependence of the elastic properties can be explained by a core-shell model
that accounts for a bulk-like core and an elastically stiffer surface layer [59].
Secondly, friction type measurements are useful to directly probe the effects of surface stiff‐
ening on the shear response of the NW. Both the lateral shear modulus and radial indenta‐
tion modulus increase significantly with decreasing NW diameter, which is due to a surface
stiffening effect. The results could be understood by the core-shell model of the NW men‐
tioned above, in which the elastic properties of the shell becomes predominant in the limit of
small ZnO NW diameters [59].
4. Other novel structures of nanowires
4.1. Ultra thin nanowires
Computer simulations suggest that ultrathin metal wires should develop exotic, noncrystal‐
line stable atomic structures once their diameter decreases below a critical size of the or‐
der of a few atomic spacings. The new structures, e.g. helical, spiral-structured wires, whose
details depend upon the material and the wire thickness, may be dominated by icosahe‐
dral  packings.  The  phenomenon,  analogous  to  the  appearance  of  icosahedral  and other
noncrystalline shapes in small clusters, can be rationalized in terms of surface energy ani‐
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sotropy and optimal packing [60]. In some experiments, suspended Au NWs have recent‐
ly been made in an ultrahigh vacuum and were imaged by the TEM [4]. Mechanisms of
formation,  evolution,  and breaking of  these  atomically  thin  Au NWs under  stress  have
attracted great interest.
In some MD simulations, a single chain forms and it  is in agreement with experimental
results.  It  shows how defects  induce  the  formation  of  constrictions  that  eventually  will
form the one-atom chains [25]. While in the Ab initio calculations, the bond strength of the
NW is  about twice that  of  a  bulk metallic  bond.  The importance of  knowing bond and
atom arrangement is that the total effective stiffness of the nanostructure is strongly affect‐
ed by them [5].
 
4.2. Twinned nanowires
Simulation results reveal that with decreasing twin boundary spacing there is a transition
from softening to strengthening due to a change in the dominant mechanism of plasticity
deformation. Moreover, the value of critical twin boundary spacing is independent of the
length of NW but depend on the diameter of the NW. The source controlled deformation
mechanism in nanostructured materials will be helpful in understanding the plastic behav‐
ior of twinned NWs[61]. Some other simulations reveal the existence of a fundamental limit
dividing the mechanical behavior of twinned Au NWs into either strain softening or strain
hardening regimes, as a function of the NW diameter and the number of twins. In some oth‐
er experiments, in-situ tensile testing of Ag NWs with diameters between 34 and 130 nm
was carried out inside a SEM. Pronounced strain hardening was observed for most NWs.
The strain hardening is mainly attributed to the presence of internal twin boundaries [62].
Since there are size-dependent mechanical properties in NWs, it is necessary for one to de‐
velop strategies to control the strength of these materials. The mechanical properties of Ag
NWs with a unique fivefold twin structure using a lateral force AFM method were reported
by Wu et.al [63]. It exhibits super elastic behavior followed by unexpected brittle failure
without significant plastic deformation. However, thermal annealing resulted in a gradual
transition to weaker, more ductile materials associated with the elimination of the twinned
boundary structure [63].
 
5. Enhancement of nanowires in nano hybrid systems
The optimized Cu NWs are constrained within the hollow CNT as shown in Fig. 6. It shows
the front and side views of the initial configuration of Cu NW encapsulated into CNT(6,6)
and CNT(8,8). Bulk copper has a FCC structure. But at nanometer scale, randomly and fully
dispersed Cu atoms form a helical or multi-shell equilibrium structure after relaxation to
reach the minimum energy. This phenomenon is mainly due to the constraint effect of the
template CNT and its special rolled up hexagonal network structure. Cu NW filled in
CNT(6,6) (Fig.6(a)) is three-strand NW twisting with each other.
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Figure 6. Front and side views of the initial configuration of Cu NW encapsulated in CNT. (a) NW@CNT(6,6),
(b)NW@CNT(8,8).
 
In addition, another Cu NW encapsulated into CNT(8,8) has multi-shell packs that are com‐
posed of coaxial cylindrical shells (Fig.6(b)). In this case, Cu NW has a single strand chain at
the center. Outside shell is formed by rows of atoms that are helically wound upwards side
by side. A displacement increment of 0.0004 nm in axial direction is applied at both ends in
each load step. The simulation is carried out at approximately 1 K to avoid thermal effects.
Each time step used in the simulation is 1 fs. At the same time, the atoms at both ends of the
composite are kept transparent to inter-atomic forces [64].
Figure 7 shows the function of the strain energy of Cu NW@CNT(16,0) with the length of
34.08Å as the time step increases. The inset is a compressive schematic, in which the widths
of both fixed ends are 5Å. The constant velocity referred above is imposed on both fixed end
atoms which consist of carbon and copper atoms. The strain energy per atom is determined
as the difference in total energy per atom of the strained and unstrained NW@CNT. In addi‐
tion, we use the strain energy of the pristine hollow CNT(16,0) under compressive load for
comparison. The strain energy of CNT is increasing non-linearly without any drop before
buckling. However, the strain energy of the NW@CNT undergoes a small drop atε=5.2%
(Fig.8(b)) and ε=6.6% (Fig. 8(c)) because of slipping of copper atoms during the compressive
process. As the strain reaches a critical point at ε=10.4% (t=3000fs), the composite undergoes
abrupt buckling deformation resulting in an only 2.7% spontaneous drop which is lower
than that of a pristine CNT (33.5%). This means that the composite is more stable than the
corresponding pristine CNT when subject to abrupt buckling. Wang et al. [65] have investi‐
gated the stability of Ni metal atoms fully encapsulated in CNT. They found that the stabili‐
ty of metal filled in CNT depends much upon the amount of filling metal. When the metal
atom is fully filled into CNT, it is more stable than a pristine CNT. This result is similar to
some reported in our study. In our calculations, we propose that the mechanical properties
of NW@CNTs depend upon the diameter, length, and carbon nanotube’s chirality.
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Figure 7. Average strain energy per atom for Cu NW@CNT(16,0) as a function of time step. The red line represents
the strain energy of a CNT(16,0) with the same length for comparison.
Figure 8. Morphological changes of a Cu NW@CNT(16,0) at different strains corresponding to Fig. 7. (a) Initial config‐
uration. (b) At t=1500fs. (c) At=1900fs. (d) The buckling occurs at t=3000fs.
Table 1 illustrates the relationship between the diameter and buckling loadPcr of a series of
Cu NW encapsulated into armchair CNT and zigzag CNT. The lengths of the series of arm‐
chair CNTs are approximately 36.9Å, while those of zigzag CNTs are about 34Å.
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NWs @armchair carbon nanotubes
(m,n) Diameter(Å) Length/Diameter Pcr(10-7N) Increase(%)
(6,6) 8.14 4.53 0.93 -23.7
(8,8) 10.85 3.40 1.28 2.4
(10,10) 13.56 2.72 1.44 14.2
(12,12) 16.27 2.27 1.50 21.9
(14,14) 18.98 1.94 1.65 35.1
(16,16) 21.70 1.70 1.81 45.9
(18,18) 24.41 1.51 2.03 59.8
(20,20) 27.12 1.33 2.29 81.7
NWs @zigzag carbon nanotubes
(m,n) Diameter(Å) Length/Diameter Pcr(10-7N) Increase(%)
(10,0) 7.83 4.35 1.12 -12.5
(12,0) 9.39 3.62 1.29 0.7
(14,0) 10.96 3.11 1.30 3.2
(16,0) 12.53 2.72 1.34 7.2
(18,0) 14.09 2.42 1.39 11.2
(20,0) 15.66 2.18 1.41 13.7
(22,0) 17.22 1.98 1.70 39.3
(24,0) 18.79 1.81 1.73 44.2
Table 1. buckling loads Pcr for selected Cu NW@armchair CNT and NW@zigzag CNT
When the diameter increases from 8.14 to 27.12 Å (i.e. aspect ratio decreases from 4.53 to
1.33), the buckling load Pcr of NW@armchair CNTs increases from 0.93 to 2.29 x10-7N. More‐
over, the critical buckling load Pcr of NW@zigzag CNTs increases from 1.12 to 1.73 x10-7 N
as its diameter increases. In order to confirm how the insertion of Cu NW affects the pris‐
tine CNT, we calculate the buckling load Pcr of NW@CNT in comparison with that of the
corresponding pristine CNT. The percentage increase is defined as [(critical buckling load
Pcr  of NW@CNT－Pcr  of CNT)/Pcr  of CNT]. As the diameter increases, the percentage in‐
crease of both NW@armchair CNTs and NW@zigzag CNTs rises in the same way. Especial‐
ly for the NW@CNT (20,20) and NW@CNT(24,0), the percentage increase has reached 81.7%
and 44.2%, respectively. So the insertion of Cu NW into a thicker CNT reinforces CNT more
than the case with a thinner one. Another interesting point we should notice is that when
the aspect ratio is 4.53 for NW@CNT(6,6), or 4.35 for NW@CNT(10,0), the percentage in‐
crease is minus.            
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Figure 9. The percentage increase for the buckling loads Pcr of the composite material (NW@CNT) compared with the
corresponding hollow nanotube.
To further investigate the relationship between length and reinforcing effect of NW@CNT
on the critical load, we illustrate the percentage increase of NW@armchair and NW@zigzag
CNT as a function of length in Fig. 9. For NW@armchair CNT, the percentage increase de‐
creases as the length increases. There is an equilibrium value for each NW@CNT, after
which the percentage increase will be minus. It means that if the length of the NW@CNT is
larger than the certain value, the insertion of NW will weaken the strength of CNT. From
another point of view, as the length of the composite increases, it can be viewed as one-di‐
mension long column, which means that the stability of the solid column is not stronger
than the hollow structure during compression. In continuum mechanics, the Euler formula
is employed to determine the critical strain of the long beamlike buckling mode
εcr = π
2
(KL / r)2 , where L is the length of the column; r = I / Ais the gyration radius, where I
and A are the moment of inertia and the area of cross section; and K is a constant in lieu of
the effects of boundary conditions on the Euler formula. The greatest difference between
CNT and NW@CNT is the area of cross section. According to the foregoing formula, the crit‐
ical strain of a solid composite will be smaller than that of the hollow CNT. Furthermore, the
buckling load of composite would be smaller than that of CNT.
In other words, when the length of the composite is long enough, Cu NW filled in the CNT
buckles earlier than the pristine CNT at a certain strain. There will be some Cu atoms ap‐
proaching the inside wall of the CNT, resulting in strong interactions along the plane per‐
pendicular to the loading direction. As the compressive strain continues, along with the
effect of van der Waals forces included, the interactions between the two different kinds of
atoms will initiate the buckling of the whole composite earlier.
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Figure 10. Critical buckling loads (black squares) and the quantity percentage increase of the composite (red circles)
with approximately the same diameter and length as function of tube chirality for CNT encapsulating NWs.
Figure 10 shows both the critical loads Pcr and the percentage increase as functions of the
nanotube’s chiral angle. The chirality dependent compressive response of these NWs@CNTs
with nearly the same aspect ratio (length=42 Å) is observed. The critical load decreases step-
like as the chiral angle increases to about 15° and then increases to 1.36x10-7N when the chi‐
ral angle reaches 30 degrees (armchair CNT). The critical load of zigzag CNT encapsulating
NWs is the largest of all these types of composites, because there are substantial bonds
which are parallel to the loading direction and they can withstand larger compressive load‐
ing before buckling. Most chiral CNTs encapsulating NWs are more sensitive than
NWs@zigzag CNT in terms of percentage increase. It is seen that copper NWs can increase
the critical loading of CNT (13, 7) by about 25%. The insertion of copper NWs into other
CNTs with different chiral angles can also enhance the strength of the corresponding pure
CNTs. So this enhancement of CNT with different chiral angles makes this kind of compo‐
site a promising material to act as building blocks.
In order to further determine the relationship between buckling load Pcr  and composite’s
length, the relationship between them is plotted in Fig. 11. Euler formula for the critical
buckling load is Pcr =4π 2EI / L 2, where L is the length. As for NW@armchair CNT with a
length ranging from 35 to 65 Å (shown in Fig. 11a), the buckling loads Pcr for NW@CNT
(8,8) and NW@CNT(10,10) fit nearly linearly with the value 1/L2.  In addition, the similar
trend is also found for NW@CNT (14,0) and NW@CNT(16,0) as shown in Fig. 11 (b).The
axial Young’s modulus can be defined from the continuum theory in the form ofY = d
2E
Vdε 2 ,
in which E is  the strain energy,  ε is  the axial  strain and V is  the overall  volume of the
whole composite.
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Figure 11. a) Buckling loads Pcr of Cu NW@CNT (8,8) and NW@CNT(10,10) verse 1/L2 (where L represents the length
of NW@CNT), (b) Pcr of Cu NW@CNT(14,0) and NW@CNT(16,0) versus 1/L2.
Figure 12. a) Plots depicting the effect of NW@CNT length on the Young’s modulus. (b) Plots depicting the effect of
NW@CNT radius on the Young’s modulus.
As plotted in Fig. 12(a), an increment in length decreases the Young’s modulus slightly. A
decline of only 4.7% is observed in the decrement of Young’s modulus of NW@CNT (8,8) as
its length increases from 25 to 65 Å. And there is a similarly small decline of 5.3% in the dec‐
rement of Young’s modulus of NW@CNT (14, 0) as its length increases from 35 to 70 Å. The
general trend is that the Young’s modulus decreases as the length of NW@CNT increases.
Although there are some points that do not obey this rule, it is mainly due to the different
distribution of Cu atoms filled in CNTs. As shown in Fig. 12(b), Young’s modulus is sensi‐
tive to the radius of NW@CNT ranging from 8 to 14 Å. For example, it drops about 28.7%
(i.e. from 0.645 to 0.46Tpa) when radius of the NW@armchair CNT increases from 4.07 to
10.85 Å. In addition, there is a 19.8% drop (from 0.551 to 0.442 TPa) for Young’s modulus of
NW@zigzag CNT. When the radius is sufficiently large, Young’s modulus would reach a
constant value 0.46TPa for NW@armchair CNT and 0.44 TPa for NW@zigzag CNT.
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6. Conclusions
This paper reviews some recent development on the mechanical properties and mainly fo‐
cuses on the elongation of a metallic nanowire (NW) with a core/shell structure and the en‐
hancement of helical NWs in a hybrid system.
1. The tensile ductility of the core/shell metallic CuZr NW could be enhanced with the
surface amorphous thickness increasing, whereas the breaking strength shows a down‐
trend instead. During elongation, the NW exhibits three successive deformation stages
in crystalline core: lattice distortion, martensitic phase transformation, and local
amorphization in the high strained region. Moreover, detailed analysis demonstrates
that numerous 1541 bond pairs with defective icosahedral ordering form at first on the
weak crystalline-amorphous interfaces. After that, part of them converts into full icosa‐
hedral ordering which has the higher resistance to plastic deformation.
2. Dispersed Cu atoms filled in CNT form the novel helical structure after the “simulated
annealing” method is carried out. The mechanical properties of this novel composite re‐
veals better than a pristine CNT. The NW@CNTs can withstand larger buckling load
than the corresponding CNTs. However, the prerequisite is that the length is smaller
than a certain value. On the contrary, when the length is lager than the certain value,
the composite could be viewed as a long one dimensional stick; the stability and buck‐
ling load would be smaller than that of the corresponding CNT. The critical buckling
load also fits linearly well with Euler formula when the aspect ratio of the composite is
larger than the certain value. The Young’s moduli of NW@CNTs with different diame‐
ters have been studied. We find Young’s modulus of NW@CNT is more sensitive to its
radius than its length. It declines to a constant value as the radius increases.
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